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IT’S OFFICIAL—WE’RE OUTSTANDING!
As a really busy term comes to an end,
may I take the opportunity to wish all
our families and friends a restful Summer holiday and hope that, for those
waiting for exam results, things turn out
as they wish.
The last six weeks or so has seen students and staff involve themselves in
the full range of opportunities offered
by the School. Cricket, Duke of Edinburgh Award expeditions, sailing and
athletics have all featured strongly with
Sports Day providing the chance for
both our best athletes, as well as less
elite performers, to represent their
Houses.
Charity
events, with
the Sponsored Walk
prominent,
and
nonuniform
days have
supported a
range
of
charities
including
CORAM and
DEC Nepal. We have raised over £5,000
for charities this year in addition to over
£5,000 (so far) from the Sponsored
Walk.
Students have been coming and going
with Taster opportunities for students
joining Year 7 and Year 12 in September
as well as farewells to Year 13 at Final
Assembly, the Bouncing BBQ and the
Graduation Ball. We have also celebrated the achievements of boys in Key
Stages 3 and 4 at our Prize Givings.

and in-depth activities although, disappointingly, our visit to the Battlefields
had to be cancelled due to problems in
the Channel Tunnel.

busy period! It did, however, give the
inspectors the chance to see just how
much hard work students and staff put
in and how they relish the opportunities
they are offered.

I hope that by now you will have received my letter and a link to the report
but, if not, I am very pleased to report
that Gravesend Grammar School was
found to be “Outstanding” in all categories. The team were especially complimentary about student attitudes and
behaviour as well as other aspects of
the work of the school. Below are a few
Year 7 and Year 8 Prizewinners
examples from the report, which you
http://
Party candidates getcan
close read in full at
reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.
questioning from students

Prizewinners from Year 9 and Year 10

 Students’ behaviour is exceptional in
and outside the classroom;
 Relationships are a particular
strength of the school. They are
marked by respect and care for everyone with the result that students
thrive academically and personally;
 Students feel extremely safe in school
as a result of the very robust arrangements for safeguarding;
 All of the students attain very high
standards and make excellent progress as a result of the quality of the
teaching they receive.

The creative talents of the School have
also been showcased in our production
“Westenders”, about which more inside.
During this period of intense activity and
on the first day of the production, Ofsted arrived! Whilst their visit was very
exciting and well-timed, in that the inspection was completed under a frameCurriculum Development Week saw work with which we were familiar, it GSW
students undertaking some challenging could have occurred at a slightly less
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STAFF NEWS
We welcome Mr Harris, our
new Science Technician.
Ms Kelly is starting her maternity leave this term—we look
forward to seeing her back
next year.
Staff leave us for a variety of
reasons and this year is no exception.

We say thank you, good luck
and goodbye to Mr Manning
and Mr Walsh, who are leaving
for promotion; to Mrs Jones
and Mrs Rhys who are taking
time out from teaching to
raise their families; to Mr
Todea, who is taking a break
from teaching; to Mr Fry who
is moving to another school
and to Ms Abdi, who has completed her year with us.
Mr Smith, one of our site
management team, will be
leaving us over the holiday period.
We look forward to welcoming
Mr Gill (Maths), Mr Lumley
(Spanish), Dr Madge (Science),
and Mr Record (DT). Having
completed their training with
us, Mr Newman, Mr Seath and
Dr Wilson are taking up permanent positions at GGS whilst
Mr Clements is moving to another school.
We also say goodbye to Mr
Mitchell, (CREX technician)
and Mr Stevens (DT Technican)
who leave to continue their
studies at university.
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OBITUARY
We are sad to report the death on Saturday, 13th June of Michael Caleno
(GGS 2006—2013), a week before his 20th birthday. Michael survived many
health problems during his time at GGS and went on to complete his first
year of studies at University of Kent Canterbury to read Accounting and Finance.
He was a very special young man who created a really positive impression
wherever he went. His determination and resolve, along with his dry sense of
humour, were examples to all of us.
Our thoughts are with Michael’s family and friends at this very sad time.

16-19 Bursary Fund
If your household income is less than £23000 the 16-19 bursary fund may be able to
help you with the cost of travel, curriculum resources and trips. Detailed information
has already been sent via email to all parents and students of years’ 11 and 12. Please
contact Mr Pallant if you have any queries.

16+ Travel Card
For students in the sixth form, the 16+ travel card has been confirmed at £400 (which
can be paid in instalments) again for the 2015/16 academic year. The travel card is
issued by KCC but applied for through the school. Application forms have already
been sent out to all parents and students of Year 11 and 12. Financial support will be
available from the 16-19 bursary for those on an income of less than £23,000.

HEAD STUDENT REPORT
As the year draws to a close, and the
rising temperature finally indicates that
the holidays are just around the corner,
it is encouraging to see that all of the
students have maintained their focus
and efforts inside the classroom and
upheld the high standards we have here
at Gravesend Grammar School.

together showing a great display of endurance and athletic ability, as well as
enjoying themselves at the same time,
the School Production was also a huge
success. It was refreshing to experience
working and helping with the Drama and
Musical side of the school, and it goes
without saying that the success of the
production was down to the determinaThe Head Boy Team and I are eager to
tion and vision of all those involved inuse the summer to finalise our ideas for
cluding the students as well as the staff.
the coming year to try and push the high
boundaries we already maintain here at After the Induction Day for the Year 7
school. Proposals for termly debates and students, it is encouraging to see the
speakers to come in, a Drama and Music students fitting in so well, having their
competition, as well as engaging the first experience of what will be the next
year groups as whole in more sporting stage in their lives. It is also a reminder
activities are a few ideas that we are of how quickly time goes by. I hope no
keen to implement. We firmly believe one will waste their summer slumped
our proposals will benefit the school away indoors, but get the most out of
hugely and as a team we will persevere the next 6 weeks, and wish everyone a
and we shall commit ourselves to ensur- safe and enjoyable break.
ing that this is just the beginning of
something fruitful.
Govindrai Singh Cheema
It is difficult not to mention the various
Head Student
events that have occurred over the past
term. As well as the Sponsored Walk and
Sports Day, where the students came
Opportunity and Challenge in a Caring Environment
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eLearning and Innovation - Update
Like most of the
staff and students I am looking forward to a
well-earned rest,
after what has
been a busy
year!
The year ahead will see a
number of developments in eLearning and Innovation within the school.
Over the course of the next 12
months we plan to develop the following areas:

Do you have any time to spare?
Although we do have a number of
parents who we can contact to get
their feedback on the systems being
developed, it would be good to have
a few more. If you would be willing
to pilot developments for us then
please email your details to
corke@gravesendgrammar.eu. Due
to the fact that the majority of what
we are working on is cloud based,
you only need to be willing to access
the system during the pilot phase
and give brief feedback.
Finally I would like to thank all the
staff, students and parents who have
supported our efforts at enhancing
learning through appropriate use of
technology. I feel very fortunate to
be so well supported in my role at
every level both within and outside
the school.

a calendar on their phone, as well as
Communication - Live reporting of receiving notifications of room
assessments and attendance
changes.
We are conscious of the fact that
The School have made the decision parents want to be kept informed of
to move away from My Child At the homework set. At KS3 this is
School because a number of parents more of a challenge because the stureported issues accessing the system dents are not all used to taking reand so we have looked into a re- sponsibility for recording the homeplacement which will provide the work task in sufficient detail to make
information we think parents need to sense to a parent/carer. Over the
support their child's learning.
next academic year we will be imple- EMC
The attendance of your child will be menting a system that will allow parpresented as a bar chart, grouped ents to check directly the homework
into three categories: Present, Au- set as well as the deadlines for each
thorised Absence, Unexplained ab- piece of work.
sence.
EXAM RESULTS
The assessments will be reported by Reflective Learning
subject. This will also show the
teacher who should be contacted if The school will be moving all of the You may come to school
you have a query.
resources from Fronter over the to collect your results as
Summer Holidays, to a new cloud
location. This change is being imple- follows:
Life in the Cloud
mented so that we provide students
A Level –
with access to the full spectrum of
eMail
resources to support their learning 13th August 2015 –
The school are now using a cloud
through a single portal.
based system to access their email.
An important part of the new system Year 13 from 9am;
This has the added benefit of allowwill be that students will be encouring students to access email on a
aged to take more responsibility for Year 12 from 10am
suitable mobile device e.g. smart
evaluating and reflecting on their GCSE –
phone.
learning. Ultimately, we hope that
th
this system will provide better infor- 20 August 2015 –
Organisational Tools
mation to parents about what their
child is learning on a day to day basis Year 11 from 9am;
Many students have taken advantage
and how they well they are progressof the additional facilities that can be
Year 10, 9, 8 & 7 from 10am
ing.
accessed by adding their school account to their smart phone. This includes their timetable being added to
GGS Newsletter
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Careers News
The last
few days
have
been
actionpacked for Careers, Years 12 and 10
have been in the thick of it with trips to
Universities, talks and workshops with
visiting speakers and other career development activities.
On Thursday 2nd July, 100 Year 12 pupils
went by coach to Goldsmiths University
of London for the UCAS Convention.
This annual event gives the opportunity
to meet with most of the UK universities
face to face to find out what they have
to offer and ask questions about facilities, courses, entry requirements and
much more. This is a key part of the
process for Year 12 helping them to decide on the final 5 course choices for
their UCAS application and hopefully
saving a trip to a remote university open
day that doesn’t offer something of utmost importance to them, like an on

campus Costa coffee! (Other brands are
available.) Alongside the main exhibition
there were talks on Student finance and
personal statements as well as a wide
range of subject specific talks including
medicine, media and management.
Many of the year 12s came away with
armfuls of prospectuses so any parents
reading this, do ask to see them and find
out what information they have
gleaned.

medicine or related courses and welcomed back Samuel Robson (GGS
2006—2013), who has just finished his
second year of Medicine at St George’s
Medical School, to
share his experiences.
Alongside these
sessions we also
had a workshop on networking and CVs
for those looking at apprenticeships and
other school leaver employment options. We finished off
after school with a visit
from an Admissions
Officer from Oxford
University to give our
aspiring Oxbridge applicants some insight
and tips on the application process.

On Monday
we had our
annual Careers Conference for Year 12
and building on the information gathering activities of the HE convention we
had speakers from University of East
Anglia and University of Essex to explain
the UCAS process and to run workshops
on personal
statement
Jenny Douse
writing and
choosing a course and university. We Careers
also ran a series of Multiple Mini Inter(dousej@gravesendgrammar.eu )
views for those considering applying to

YEAR 10 UNIVERSITY TASTER COURSE
On Monday and
Tuesday of curriculum development week,
Year 10 took
part in a University taster course. The aim was to give
them all insight into university life and
the event included activities in school on
Monday afternoon and a residential trip
to University of Kent on Monday night
with activities at the University on Tuesday.
Before leaving for Canterbury on Monday afternoon, we kicked off with a talk
from University of Essex on student life
and an overview of student finance. The
second half of the afternoon was spent
on a budgeting game from Barclays LifeSkills where students had to manage
their money whilst the game threw unexpected expenses and choices their
way; for example should you buy tickets
for a concert or spend the money on a
really nice birthday present for your
Mum?
GGS Newsletter

After school the buses set off for the
University of Kent Canterbury campus.
All of the boys were staying in en-suite
rooms in Keynes College and after a
short self-guided tour of the campus
they experienced dinner in the Rutherford college dining hall. The evening

two workshops and there was an excellent mix of activities ranging from formal
lectures and discussion to lab based investigation with microscopes and hands
on building design. After a picnic lunch
with views over Canterbury, the final
session was a quiz about famous graduates and highlighted that a degree can
lead to amazing career paths, far broader than the degree subject that you may
choose. I hope that all the boys enjoyed
the experience and have been inspired
to explore the opportunities that Higher
Education has to offer.

Jenny Douse
included sports activities in the main
Careers
sports hall and on the Astro pitches.
After a good night’s sleep (for some!) (dousej@gravesendgrammar.eu )
and breakfast in the college café, the
main university taster events got underway. After an introductory lecture on
the University of Kent, the boys split into
groups for their subject workshops on
Architecture, Politics, Bioscience and
Studying Abroad. Everyone attended
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SPLISH, SPLASH, SPLOSH!

YEAR 7 VISIT THE RIVER DARENT
The Year 7 students in Forms 7H, 7S and
7T set out for a geographic adventure at
River Darent on Thursday 4th June 2015,
with the rest of the year group having
visited the day before. When we arrived
at the River Darent in Eynsford, we
walked a short distance towards our first
site.
On arrival, we were split into our groups
and we received our information packs
from our teachers. Firstly, we started
with the environmental observation by
recording what we could see, feel and
smell around us. These were adequately
recorded in our information booklets.
Secondly, we measured the length, width

and depth of the river; however, it was
very cold so most people were shivering.
We also had to work effectively as a
team and give everyone different jobs in
order to complete this effectively. Following this, we measured out ten metres
along the length of the river and we
dropped a satsuma fruit into the water
so we could calculate the time taken for
the Satsuma fruit to travel the marked
10 metres distance. We repeated the
process three more times using different
positions (left, right and the centre of the
river). Unfortunately some groups struggled with this as the equipment
(satsumas) proved to have varying levels
of buoyancy! On completion, we walked
back to our bus and travelled to our next
site, which was Horton Kirby. On arrival
at Horton Kirby, we were instructed by
our teachers to get a net and a tray of
water. In pairs, we collected some samples from the river using the kick test.
Most of the paired groups were able to

collect large fish, larvae and other insects
which we then identified and tallied on
the River Bank. This was a great experience for us all as this was the most enjoyable part of the trip.
It was obviously a popular time for the
visiting the River as there were lots of
other groups there and we had to
squeeze in between other groups collecting their data at some of the sites.
Analysis of our data is now continuing in
our Geography lessons and we hope to
establish what changes to characteristics
occur in the river as we head downstream.
Written by Tamilore Buraimoh Form 7S
(edited by Mr Jesson)

E-POSTCARDS
Are you travelling anywhere over the
summer? From jet setting across the
globe to day trips within the UK, the
Geography department want to know.
We are trialling ArcGIS a new Geographical Information System package that is
often used in a business context. Rather

than send us your postcards from your
destinations we would like you to complete this E Postcard found at the following link: http://arcg.is/1LFe2zu
There are a number of questions to answer, and also the opportunity to upload a photo from your trip. The great

thing is that you will be able to see a live
feed of all locations students from
Gravesend Grammar School have been
to over the summer.
CJJ

GEOGRAPHY CHALLENGE—WHERE IN THE WORLD?
Answer on back page

GGS Newsletter
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YEAR 10 MENTOR STUDENTS AT COPPERFIELD ACADEMY
Throughout the last term of Year Ten,
four boys including myself have had the
honour of being able to travel to Copperfield Academy in Northfleet, to mentor four primary school children who
were in need of a positive male role
model in their lives. We were asked by
the headteacher if we would like to go
the primary school on Thursday afternoons, and we were of course honoured
to take part in this rewarding scheme,
which has the potential to make young
peoples’ lives just a little better.
The four GGS boys who took part in this
scheme were Manveer Lall, Grant Runter, Shamil Ibrahim and me, Leo Milner.
We were all delighted when we were
given this opportunity to meet some
challenging yet always fun individuals.
When we first visited Copperfield Acad-

emy we spoke to the headteacher and
found that the majority of our ‘buddies’
were in challenging circumstances at
home; however when we first met them
you wouldn’t have known -they were
just like any other primary school boy,
loud and always wanting to play football!

respect me as well.
When the last week was approaching I
felt myself begin to reminisce about the
earlier sessions and the fun that I had
had and afterwards I felt slightly sad
that I wasn’t going to see my buddy
again as I had got to know him really
well. Nevertheless, I am only retelling
my experience of the mentoring, and I
know for a fact that I found it both challenging and rewarding but never boring,
and I know the others felt the same
way. However, I can only hope that our
buddies also took something positive
away from this, even if we made the
smallest difference to their lives it would
have been worth every minute!

After the first week of mentoring we
were all surprised at how much we got
to know the boys in such a short time,
but there was obviously a long way to
go before we were going to be able to
completely trust each other. However,
after the second week’s mentoring we
were clearly advancing our trust in each
other, and in my opinion this is what
lead to the success of the scheme. I
found that as long as I respected and Leo Milner 10S
trusted my buddy he would trust and

ACCELERATED READER AWARDS 2015
“So please, oh PLEASE, we beg, we pray, Go throw your TV set away, And in its place you can install, A lovely bookshelf on
the wall.”
Roald Dahl, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Our aim at Gravesend Grammar School is
to have a school where all of the students read for enjoyment and have a
passion that remains with them into
adulthood.
To help us achieve this, as a school, we
have decided to invest in a reading programme called Accelerated Reader.
Students choose their own books, but
need to choose books within their reading range. There are thousands of books
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

7S with 2274.1 points
7F with 2221.0 points
7T with 1613.4 points
7H with 1333.3 points
7D with 1148.1 points
7C with 822.8 points

on the accelerated reader programme
and we have labelled the books in our
library to give students all the information they need.
After each book is read there is an online
test to complete and students are given
a score and earn a number of points.
Year 7 started this just after Christmaseach Year 7 class took part and their
points were added together. The class
with the most points won the form prize-

Pizza and a film!
There were also prizes for the most
words read and the most progress made.
We have seen some excellent progress in
reading across the year group.
The counter is re-set for Year 8 and we
are all ready for our new Year 7, so get
reading over the summer!
NNH

The other winners were:
The most words read: Michael Scrivens (7T) - 3,272,162 words—and he wins £20 Amazon voucher. The most progress made was by Karam Khaira (7T) - on the 28/11/14
Karam's reading age was 12 years 10 months and by the 06/03/15 his reading age
was 16years 06 months—an increase of +3 years and 8 months in just four months!
Karam has read and quizzed on 22 books and his average quiz score is 93%. He wins
an e-reader.

NON-UNIFORM DAY – DEC NEPAL
Disasters Emergency Committee: Nepal Earthquake Appeal
On 1 July, the School held a non-uniform day, with all of the proceeds going towards providing urgent humanitarian
aid for the people of Nepal following the devastating earthquake earlier this year. In total, £606.97 was raised.
Thank you to all those who have contributed to this worthy cause – on the hottest July day ever recorded in the
UK. In fact, we had moved non-uniform day a day earlier than scheduled so that students could wear their own,
cooler clothes!
KKP
GGS Newsletter
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BRONZE DoE—TERM 6 UPDATE
At the end of June, 27 Year 9 students
conquered the final hurdle of the Expedition section of the Bronze DofE: the
Qualifying Expedition. The planning for
this expedition was predictably easier
(but not necessarily faster), as they all
managed to plan their practice expeditions two months prior.
The expeditions took place around
Wrotham, Cobham and Meopham. On
this occasion, the adult supervisors (i.e.
the teachers) had minimal input as all
four groups were assessed by external
accredited DofE assessors. The assessors
were looking for a number of key skills
from all groups, such as the planning of
the expeditions, navigating around the
countryside as well as competent campcraft skills.
It appears with all expeditions that the
first day tends to be the better day in
terms of weather. All groups had little
problems navigating their way from the
beginning to the end, passing agreed
checkpoints throughout

the day. All groups arrived at the
campsite by 6:30pm, and impressed
their assessors with their confident tentpitching and cooking skills. They enjoyed
their evening meals under a cloudless
sky and unpacked incredibly efficiently;
they even had time to play a couple of

report that everyone passed the Qualifying Expedition with flying colours, and
I am confident that a healthy number
will progress to the Silver DofE next
year.
This report provides a fitting and positive conclusion to the Bronze DofE activities this year. The students are now
busy uploading their evidence for the
other three sections (Volunteering,
Physical and Skills) and will be achieving
their Bronze DofE by the end of 2015.

I wish to offer my sincere thanks to Mr
Bews, Mr Foster, Mr Jesson, Miss Maxwell, Mr Newman, Mr Rees, Mr Townsend, Mr Ward and Ben Robins for giving up their time this year with the DofE.
If any members of staff or parents are
interested in helping out with the DofE
next year, or if there is any spare unwanted kit/equipment, please get in
touch with me .
(poonk@gravesendgrammar.eu).

games of football!
On Sunday, all groups continued to
make relentless and promising progress.
Although everyone was practically
soaked by 1pm, the rain in no way extinguished their morale. There were times
when the groups found the routes challenging; in spite of this they all arrived
at Meopham Green by late afternoon
exhausted but satisfied. I am pleased to KKP

DoE QUIZ NIGHT
The third and final Quiz Night of this
academic year was held in last Friday
night and went down a storm with over
14 teams competing for the crown. The
Quiz Night had been organised in aid of
a planned Gold Duke of Edinburgh Expedition for a team featuring students
from both GGS and Mayfield.

One question that was a favourite for
many was posed by Mr Reuben Joseph,
the interim Quiz Master who bravely
stepped in at the last moment, was,
”What is the opposite to North?” Easy
points scored for many! However the
wide variety of questions did prove difficult for many, specifically those featured
in the ‘Music Theme Tune Round’ where
many were left dumbfounded as they
forgot the unforgettable tunes that
made up their lives, followed by the sigh
of despair as the answer was read out,
much to their horror, with the answer
seeming so obvious afterwards. Easy
points missed!

After a busy term, it was surprising to
see such a large turnout, especially for
the sixth formers who turned out en
masse to support fellow students. Although no sixth form table won—the
crown going to what appeared to be
made up of seasoned veterans of the
quizzing circuit—it was an excellent
turnout and incredible to see the sup- A quick raffle and Heads/Tails also addport not only for their fellow students ed to the mix to top off a very entertainbut also for the School itself.
ing evening, with a total of £427.30 beGGS Newsletter

ing raised for a very worthy cause. Special thanks must go to Miss Lewis, Mr
Pollard and finally the first time and
stand-in Quiz Master who helped to
make the evening so entertaining, Mr
Joseph.
Andrew Warner
US3
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OUR MONTELIMAR FRIENDS
Matthew Patton (8F) has written a re- erees.
port on the day’s events.
Later on in the day after school (4:30),
we went bowling at the AMF bowling
VAL
alley, where we played arcade games
and of course, did bowling with our pen
I found that the pen pals were very fun pals.
and enjoyable. We both spoke French
and English to each other. Some spoke I really enjoyed that day and I hope I see
more French, some spoke more English. my pen pals again sometime in the fuAltogether, we worked together to try ture.
Year 8s from 8S and 8F, who had chosen and communicate and this helped our
to correspond with pen-pals from the communication skills and understanding Matt Patton 8F
Collège Marguerite Duras, from Mon- of French.
télimar in France, undertook a day of On the day, we asked some very brief
cultural and linguistic activities with questions to each other such as: What's
their visitors. This was the fifth annual your name? How old are you? etc. Then
visit by the French school, organised by we planned together a biography on a
Madame Marie-France Martino and famous sportsperson. After that, we
cooked some scones which we ate later
Miss Lewis.
Thank you to Mr Fry for teaching the on in the day. Shortly after cooking, we
GGS Year 8s and French students to gave our presentations, which followed
bake scones, and for sustenance and on for a massive feast of the scones we
refreshments, and thank you to Mr had cooked. We ate them with whipped
Chapelard for helping run the friendly cream and strawberry jam.
football matches, and Mr Poon also for It was soon lunchtime, so we went to our
attending the French-English bowling form rooms and ate our lunch. Finally,
session. A big thank you to our French the activity that I found was the most
visitors for their enthusiasm, friendli- enjoyable out of them all was the footness and the yummy nougat, a speciali- ball. We played friendly football against
the French pen pals, with Mr Chapelard
ty of their town.
and Mr Poon playing the role of the ref-

MATHS CHALLENGE—MINIMAZE
Find a route through the square of letters, starting at the single solid arrow. You must visit every letter, moving in horizontal
or vertical steps, spelling out mathematical words from the list below until you leave the square at the double arrow.
As you go, note the order in which you spell the words (the first word has been numbered for you. It happens to be the first
alphabetically but this is a coincidence).
The first letters of the words, in their new order, will spell out the name of a famous mathematician.
A

A

R

I
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L
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D
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E

E
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I

AREA (1)

CONICAL ( )

DIAMETER ( ) EQUAL ( )

IMAGE ( )

MEDIAN ( )

RADIUS ( )
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EQUATOR ( ) HEIGHT ( )

SEMICIRCLE ( )
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LITERARY SUCCESS!

For what seems like an eternity ago now,
several students signed up for the Young
Reporter Competition run by Newsquest:
a News Corporation-owned company
operating nationwide. Over 700 students
took part in the competition with GGS
performing exceptionally well, with two
students making it to the final ceremony.
Each month since September, students
were challenged to write an article a
month that would then be published
online as if they were ‘real journalists’.
There were various categories that had
to be considered, including; breaking
news, feature, an event and even photograph. It was a chance for students to
experience what it was really like to be a
journalist. Meeting deadlines, finding
stories, interviewing witnesses and of
course trying to stay under the word
limit were just some of the skills learnt
and challenges negotiated.
At the close of competition in April, a
nervous wait ensued with the eventual
news that six students from GGS were to
GGS Newsletter

receive a letter of recognition:
Andrew Warner (12US3)
Harjot Tutt (10H)
Abhishek Gogna (10H)
Max Taylor (10H)
Joe Paternoster (10T)
Robert Tucker (13UH3)
Two students also made it to the lavish
Awards Ceremony held at Quadrant
House in Sutton. Freddie Larson of Town
House was one of these students and
was accompanied by myself who won
the Breaking News category in what was
a very competitive group with 66 schools
competing. Our prize consisted of a
smart-looking framed certificate, £50
Waterstones voucher, our article published in a winner’s booklet and the annual London Comet, and finally a Young
Reporter’s hoody. The late night panicking and writing was well worth the prize!
Considering this was just Gravesend
Grammar School’s first attempt at this
competition, it was an incredible
achievement for the School, the students

and Mr Woodcock- our excellent tutorto see such a result in such a prestigious
competition.
Next year the competition is being expanded to Greater London to feature
thousands of students making it even
harder for our students. However, with
such a strong start, it’s evident that our
students have the ability to compete
with other budding young journalists and
I personally would urge as many people
as possible to give it a go. It’s what I did,
and I’ve loved every minute despite deciding against being a journalist. The
competition has equipped each student
with a wide variety of skills that they can
apply in a wide variety of ways in all aspects of life. Therefore, in September, if
you’re looking for a challenge or just find
yourself not doing much... give this a go!
Andy Warner
12US3
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9W FRENCH STUDENTS TURN INTO TEACHERS….
During lessons in Term 5, pupils of 9W thorough in their approach and applied
French took on the role of teacher!
their knowledge to help others in the
class.
Further to completing grammar research group projects in Term 3, and
Brett Kitchener (9T), Dominic Humphrey
developing their understanding in sub(9C), William Cronin (9T) and Rhys
sequent lessons, boys used a variety of
Wootton (9T) have kindly written a reteaching methods to build on their
port on the experience. Their team crepeers’ understanding of grammatical
ated an on-line assessment programme
structures, such as the negative, condiwhich automatically collated the retional and even the pluperfect. ICT was
sponses from groups in the class, and
integrated, and assessment and tracking
tracked the progress, showing 100%
of progress undertaken by the boys
improvement!
sheet. This allowed us to see all results
leading the activities, leading to all of
and compare them to their previous
the class saying they felt more confident
VAL
scores from all three of the quizzes. We
with tenses and structures on their
were also able to give feedback on each
In French recently, we have been cre- of the groups and the results so that
ating PowerPoint presentations, and they know what they need to look over.
vocab sheets, along with activities to After the second attempt 50% of the
learn the different tenses. Each group groups improved from the first attempt
had to create a presentation about each and after the third attempt 100% of the
of the different tenses and every group groups improved from the second
had to choose three. We then made attempt.
hand-outs so that everyone could collect
their information and see improvements Brett Kitchener (9T), Dominic Humphto see what they need to revise.
rey (9C), William Cronin (9T) and Rhys
Wootton (9T)
‘checklist’. The boys of 9W French
Our group’s activity incorporated Google
should be very proud of themselves, as I
Forms so that we can collect all of our
am of them. They were thoughtful and
group’s information into one spread-

Y7 LANGUAGES DAY
From 5th July to 11th July around 19
Y7 students did not take part in summer camp (which, we hear, could be
one of the best trips in the life of a
student at Gravesend Grammar
School). Summer camp teaches you
how to survive in the wild, where
you need to build a shelter, hunt and
cook food, as well as know how not
to get ferociously attacked by extremely dangerous animals!

guage, flag, national food, national
sport and much more. We created 4
new countries: The Great Islands,
Cagliostro, Mars Out Of This World
and finally R’Sland Island. Each
group had one creative idea, which
was unique and different from the
other groups. The Great Island’s
amazing factor was the flag as it had
a lot of meaning behind it, Cagliostro
had an idea of the language which
was quite simple yet unique, Out Of
This World had a creative idea of
Mars bar melted and created the
land. Finally the last group R’Sland
Island had an amazing and simple
currency of Faohs, which were pennies and Bailies, which were pounds.

However—the students who attended summer camp missed the amazing opportunity to have fun on Languages Day back at School! Those
who stayed behind had fun by creating our own country. The students
had to develop things such as a lan- Sandeep Boora 7C
GGS Newsletter
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YEAR 7 CAMP AND CDW ACTIVITIES IN PICTURES

Interest from a four-legged friend!

How many chocolate biscuits does
half of Year 7 eat every night?

No, not buried students—muster
stations for teams!

Other Year 7 activities included DT and rocket making (some
were successful, some weren't…..) and designing your own island
and culture for Languages

GGS Newsletter
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT WEEK
ENGLISH JOURNALISM ACTIVITY: BACK TO THE 80S!
On Tuesday 6th July during Curriculum
Development Week, a group of year
nines were given the challenge of producing the front page of a 1980s style
newspaper, set in an 80s style office
with Mrs Rhys and Mrs Beresford as our
bosses. We were told that if we didn’t
get the work done, we would all go
home with no money and no job.

to design adverts, a logo, get sponsorship and write up minor news stories,
provided by a news feed from the cassette player or the newly invented internet (with added dial up- sound effects!).
On completion of our various newspapers, it was time to present our work to
the editor, Mr Moaby, and his deputy,
Mr Manson. Firstly Mr Manson picked
the top three, but was unable to separate the top two groups for first prize.
When Mr Moaby arrived, we asked him
to pick between these two, with the
group that went with a more tabloid
style newspaper and had headlines such
as “You’re Having A Giraffe!” and “Total
Wipeout”.

gave us hands on experience of what life
in the 80s was like, which will come in
useful for other lessons such as History.
Tom Runting 9F
The students coped admirably with the
task before them: design and mock-up a
newspaper without modern technology.
At first they found it tough to think of
how to work without phones, laptops
and the internet at their fingertips, but
soon they adapted and were working
like professionals! They now have a
better appreciation of the 21st century
world and all its technological advantages, but that also, how much they
can achieve with just hard work and
effort. Well done Year 9!

In groups of five, we were assigned jobs;
writer, editor, copy editor, “news
hound” and media liaison. The news
hounds had to go off in search of good
stories, and arguably the best of the day
was from Mr Moaby, telling of a rampant giraffe!
Once we had our stories, we had to
write them up, and we were free to
choose tabloid or broadsheet style, as This was a really enjoyable activity and it JLR and MB
long as it would appeal to 14-25 year helped us not only to improve our jourolds, was snappy and “hip”. We also had nalistic writing and creativity, but it also
Mrs Rhys writes:

During Curriculum Development Week I was very impressed with the Year 9 students'
commitment to operating without technology in order to create a newspaper mock-up.
They enjoyed the use of the OHP, for which I had to search high and low around the
school, finally locating one in the old book store!
To find our stories, we had to listen to the "radio" to find news reports by Nicholas
Witchell, who detailed the 1987 storm, and the weather forecast by Michael Fish, who
swore to the country that there was no hurricane on the way! We also had to interview
eyewitnesses, and Mr Bleakley kindly gave us some insights into what it was like to
wake up the day after the storm.
I must also thank Mr Manson, Mr Moaby and Dr Gogarty for being the newspaper editors. They came in to "encourage" the students (shouting "Where are my newspaper
stories?") to get the adrenaline going! Dr Gogarty also did a great job critiquing the
final mock-ups, and chose the winners based on their content, layout and accuracy of
language.
Dr Gogarty—Editor extraordinaire!

Parvaan Singh 9T, writes:
Today we were studying Journalism. Our teacher (Mrs Rhys) changed the layout
of our classroom to create a 1980s atmosphere. When we entered, Mrs Rhys
used a smoke machine to create the effect of the mis-use of cigarettes and used
an old-fashioned projector, which would have been used at the time, to assign
staff to their jobs. I think this lesson was very interesting and educating because
it got everyone involved in creating an article. Mrs Rhys was very stern, which
created a sense of realism. The lesson gave us an understanding of how life was
in the 1980s. I learned a lot of key historic facts and stories about the 1980s
which will be useful for comparison in the future.

GGS Newsletter
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT WEEK

YEAR 8 VISIT ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL AND THE SCIENCE MUSEUM
Another successful trip, which was organised by Mrs Rathore and Miss
Warnett to St Paul’s Cathedral and the
Science Museum in London, took place
during the GGS Summer Curriculum
Development Week.
Despite the unavoidable traffic delays
caused by the unforeseeable Tube
strike, thus causing the journeys between the two key sites to be a little
slower than other years, the pupils of
Year 8 were fortunate enough to have
the opportunity to develop their understanding of both Religious Education
and
Science. They
were guided around
St. Paul’s
Cathedral
by informative guides,
notably
Mr.
Stephen Spencer,
and
attended a
Science
show with
a hydrogen-filled balloon bang, Newton’s Laws and rocket launches, as well
as using the Launch Pad interactive exploration centre.
Three Year 8s, Cameron Bridge (8C) and
George Miles (8C) and Thomas Menasse
(8F) have kindly written reports with
their views on the day.
VAL
St Paul’s and The Science Museum
Reviews
On Thursday, 9th July, Year 8 went on
two trips in London - to St Paul's Cathedral and to the Science Museum. Our
group went to St Paul's first. We were
told about the history of the cathedral,
went up to the Whispering Gallery and
learned some interesting facts about it,
such as that the building is about the
same height as 21 double-deckers, and
that it weighs the same as about 36
thousand elephants.
When we went to the Science Museum,
we watched a presentation in the
Launchpad about rockets and Newton's
GGS Newsletter

three laws of motion, and then we went
to an interactive part of the museum
where we could learn some other interesting scientific facts.

about Newton’s Laws of Force! We
knew most of the facts covered, but still
enjoyed the experiments which included
the hydrogen balloon that exploded
with a deafening boom when touched
Cameron Bridge, 8C
with an ignited splint! After the show
On Thursday 9th July, Year 8 visited St we had a little fun with a thermal camPaul’s Cathedral and The Science Muse- era and ice and other activities such as
um in London. An early start, leaving the hydrogen rocket!
GGS at 8:00am, my group started to
travel to St Paul’s. We walked in and
were introduced to our tour guide, Stephen Spencer, who was definitely the
most interesting tour guide we’ve ever
had! He gave us useful information such
as how it took over 30 years to finish the
building but kept us interested with
questions and jokes. We learnt a lot
about the Cathedral and took in more
information about it than we could have
done in a single lesson. For instance, did
you know Florence Nightingale, Duke of Overall it was a great trip and a highly
Wellington and Horatio Nelson are all recommendable one!
buried there? The reason I think Stephen was such a good tour guide was By George Miles 8C
because he used to be a teacher and a
headmaster! He told us that no matter I thoroughly enjoyed both trips, to both
how many times you come to St Paul’s the Science Museum, and St Paul’s Cayou could never see everything. There is thedral. Both trips were very enjoyable
always something new to discover!
and educational in their own way. We
learned about rockets and how they
When
work at the Museum. As well as learning
we
about the historical and religious signifireached cance of St Paul's, we also learned about
the area the Church and Crypt below the Cathewhere
dral, and which historical figures are
the choir buried there. We had a fantastic tour
stand
guide who made the trip enjoyable and
and sing, fun, as well as (as said before) educaStephen tional. Overall it was a great day, and an
allowed all-round fantastic experience.
us to lay
By Thomas Menasse 8F
down
and look
up at the
ceiling. The artwork and decoration was
incredible; you could lay there all day
and still find details that you hadn’t noticed before! Later on we walked up
what seemed like thousands of stairs to
get to the Golden Gallery getting,
(Stephen’s words), “the best view of
London; better than the London Eye!”
which we all agreed was true!
Unfortunately, my group reached The
Science Museum late, but we still got to
visit the shop and see the Science Show
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT WEEK
YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 12

Year 9 went to Reculver for their
Geography coursework

Y10 learned about Journalism

Year 12 had a busy week—Challenge of
Management, Stock Market Challenge
and Freaky Friday

.. and collected material for their Y11 Art coursework
in a rather gloomy Brighton

..they took part in an Urban Arts project

Y9 Young Dragons

Cooking skills for university!

GGS Newsletter
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THE YOGHURT ROOMS
The Art, Music and Drama departments
invite students from across all year
groups to attend a camping trip during
the summer Curriculum Development
Week; to the students attending it is considered a major highlight. This year we
were incredibly lucky with the weather,
having clear skies and nice cool breezes
which contrasted with the cold drizzle of
last year. The staff members were enthusiastic about their various subject areas
which I feel carried over to the pupils,
who produced wonderful work. The drama students spent the days leading up to
Sunday working on learning and performing monologues, duologues and
scripted scenes, all of which were a great
success. Led by Ms Maddocks, the artists
worked on creating 3D pieces inspired
by wildlife around the farm, made out of

chicken wire and accumulated materials
based upon the style of the sculptor Sally
Matthews; this was a method I had not
explored before but thoroughly enjoyed.
The musicians recorded another GGS
album featuring their own songs, which
will be available later next year. Altogether, we greatly enjoyed one another's
company and easily combined creativity
with fun.
As I have begun the process of leaving
GGS after finishing my final year of Alevels, this camping trip was a happy way
to end my school years with a really
great experience. I will miss GGS but I
have many happy memories from my
involvement with the Art department
and, more recently the Music department. To younger students I would say
this: it's important to make the most of

the time you have at GGS. Although I'm
looking forward to the next chapter in
my life, I've learnt so much at this school.
Without GGS I would not be the person I
am today, in particular my passion for
music would not have been encouraged
to grow in the orchestra. Being part of
groups like that can bring a sense of connection to something you enjoy. In particular trips away with departments,
such as my camping trip, create friendships and great memories. Our time
spent at the Yoghurt Rooms is something
that students from the Art and Performing Arts departments can experience and
I would fully encourage younger students
to become involved with this, as I've
found a lot of importance in developing
my creative side.
Oliver Fallace 13UC2

ART EXHIBITION OF EXAM PIECES
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WESTENDERS: AS YET UNTITLED
The band was one of the largest for a
school production in recent years
consisting of nine musicians and,
conducted by Mr Annable, involved
staff, old boys, current students and
a guest performer. Ranging from
Year 7 to 6th Form, it’s a great opportunity for students to develop musical skills in a different, more professional, environment; while also learning about the workings of a musical
pit band.

After the outstanding success of We
Will Rock You last year, Gravesend
Grammar School wanted to do something different in 2015; to put on a
show that would appeal to everyone,
from school children to grandparents. Directed by Ms Lee-Grey, we
took the best scenes and songs from
The Producers, RENT and Jersey Boys;
three multi-award winning Broadway
and West End hits.

the contrast with the comedy of The
Producers worked to maintain the
audience’s attention.

In the past, the technical side of
whole school productions would be a
struggle with man power – not this
year! With a strong team of boys
(and girls!) from throughout the
school, the set, staging and tech
came together to form a strong atmosphere for the audience. For one
Tuesday a fortnight for the last academic year, our ‘Tech Crew’ met to
create ideas for the production, being led by senior students, with a
great help from the DT Department
and the Head Student Team. We’d
also like to take this opportunity to
thank the PTA for their assistance
during the show.

Who doesn’t love Frankie Valli and
the Four Seasons? Jersey Boys got
the audience moving and singing,
with favourite hits such as December
1963, which opened the show, and
Working My Way Back to You; the
live music of the band helped bring
these songs back to their original All in all the production was a great
The comedy of The Producers follows greatness.
success, and both staff and students
the story of Max and Leo trying to
look forward to next year: keep an
find the worst play ever written to Each night there was a performance eye out for details!
put on Broadway; and discovering from three Year 7 Forms, with their
that, with the correct circumstances, take on the sensational show PM
more money could be made with a STOMP. After some of the students
flop than with a hit! Bringing its tradi- were invited to take part in a worktional musical numbers, The Produc- shop with members of the STOMP
ers added the more complex pieces cast, they passed on their skills to the
for the band to rehearse.
rest of their class. Taking on different
locations, the boys treated the audiExtracts from RENT provided a hard- ence to unique performances, exhitting reality that not all musicals panding the already rich range of the
are all-singing all-dancing. Dealing Westenders program.
with powerful and emotive issues,

Gravesend Grammar School would like to apologise if the Nazi symbols displayed in the extract from The Producers caused any
offence. The original production, which is currently on a National tour, and the related film was meant to treat the issue of totalitarianism in an ironic way. Whilst no slur was intended to any nationality or country, we have been made fully aware that it
has caused distress for some people and would like to apologise for this.
GGS Newsletter
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SPONSORED WALK 2015
Once again, we were blessed with a dry day for the
Sponsored Walk. Over 800 students, staff, marshals and
volunteers were involved. This in itself means that the
Sponsored Walk is one of the largest events in the
School calendar, efficiently organised as ever by Mrs
West.

Thank you to all parents and relatives who have been
badgered for sponsorship—chosen by the Student Charities Committee, our charities this year are UNICEF, RNLI
Gravesend and Crohns & Colitis UK. With 50% of the
money going to School Development Fund, these three
charities will benefit equally from the remainder.

With students walking in year groups, Year 10 were first
away, with Year 9 close on their heels, Year 8 then Year
7. Year 12 are attached to forms in lower years. 13
miles doesn’t sound very long but for those not used to
walking longer distances, it can be a challenge and some
needed a little encouragement to keep on going. But
keep on going most of them did with very few students
being bussed back to School because of blisters or fatigue. This year’s first form back were back by 1.00 pm,
with all forms safely back in School by 2.25 pm—our earliest finish ever.

If you have not yet paid in your sponsorship money,
please do so as soon as possible, preferably before the
end of term.
If you would like to volunteer to walk or marshal next
year,
please
contact
Mrs
West
on
westj@gravesendgrammar.eu. Next year’s event takes
place on Wednesday, 22nd June.

THE LORD LIEUTENANT’S INTER-SCHOOL CHALLENGE DAY
On Tuesday 14th July 10 students
from Year 10 took part in an Army
Challenge day against nine other
schools from across Kent. The day
consisted of various physical and
problem solving challenges, ranging
from an assault course to creating
fire.

GGS Newsletter

The students developed during the
day but at times found communicating with each other a little difficult
with the policy of 'shout a little louder than the person next to you' not
being the most successful!

day which culminated in a 4th place
finish, missing out on 3rd place by 1
point. All the boys were extremely
well behaved and all worked hard. An
individual award was given to Kyle
Parker for his hard work throughout
the day and for being a team player.

Despite this there was a consistent
level of performance throughout the SAB
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SUMMER FESTIVAL
Our now annual Summer Festival took place on 20th June. Designed to introduce our new Year 7 students to the School and
their form tutors, this event attracts a good crowd, who this year enjoyed the sounds of our talented musicians, Mrs Rathore’s
famous chickpea curry, burgers, strawberries and cream and much, much more. Our PTA were out in force selling refreshments and good quality second-hand uniform. Despite threatening showers, the afternoon was, thankfully, mostly dry and a
great time was had by all. We hope that next year’s Year 7 enjoyed themselves too and look forward to joining us in September.

WORKING WITH WHITEHILL PRIMARY SCHOOL
subject. They also worked with current
Year 7 students at the School to explore
issues such as bullying, making friends,
getting lost and school work.
On the second day Whitehill students
joined us for our annual Sports Day. All
the students competed in at least one
activity as part of their house (see sports
day report for more detail).
GGS continues to work closely with our
partner school in the Gravesend Grammar School Academies Trust. This term
we have seen the whole of Year 6 visit
the School three times to undertake a
number of transitional activities. On the
first day Whitehill students had a morning of Science where they worked in the
Chemistry Laboratories. They were able
to light Bunsen burners, burn magnesium and undertake a number of flame
tests. This was the first time students
had worked in a laboratory and this certainly sparked an enthusiasm for the
GGS Newsletter

The last day saw the students experience
six different lessons with six different
teachers in six different rooms, something that they will experience for real in
six weeks’ time!
We wish all the Whitehill students the
best of luck in the next phase of their
education.
MDM
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RONA SAILING
up to the beginning
of Cornwall. We
stopped at Weymouth and Portland
and during the sailing, we learnt the
parts of the boat,
what their purpose
was and how to helm
(control the boat).
We cooked every
meal during the week
and this was a part of
the Scott award. This
award, if we achieved
it showed that we
were able to sail at a certain level and it
showed that we could survive on the
boat on our own. The hardest part of
the trip was to remember all of the
knots and to put up and to take down
the sails. We completed the tasks and
we all had an enjoyable time.

long period of time. We also saw hundreds of baby jellyfish and they look like
glowing, translucent balls under the
water. All in all, we had an amazing trip
which caused us to learn so much and it
was worthwhile. I think that if I did not
go on this trip then I never would have
had gone sailing. However, now I would
consider going with my family as I had a
very enjoyable time and I learnt skills I
would have had learnt elsewhere."

"It was clear sailing on the sailing trip
which was a memorable event that was
very entertaining but also a trip where
we learnt so much that we would have
had not learnt in school. The trip consisted of a seven day trip from Southampton to Dartmouth. During the trip,
we anchored in several locations along
During the trip, we saw many different Shailen Davdra 9D
the coast and we enjoyed very many
species that we did not see before. We
memorable moments. We left from
saw dolphins and they followed us for a
Southampton and sailed along the coast

KENT SCHOOLS’ GOLF CHALLENGE
On Friday 6th July, Luca Boffa, playing off
a 17 handicap, Jessica Murray playing off
a 6 handicap and I (with a 13 handicap)
travelled to a golf competition near
Hythe. Littlestone Golf Club is a very
tough links course although the weather
on the day was quite bright. We arrived
earlier than our tee times so that we
could have a practice before we teed off.
Jess was first to start and started almost
half an hour before Luca and I. Once the
wait was over, Luca and I teed off and
we had started our round. Everyone was
playing well and we were level to our
handicaps after quite a few holes. After
playing well for quite some time, the
tough and treacherous nature of a links

course started to show through on Luca
and me. While we weren't playing our
best ever, Jess was playing well and was
under her handicap. At the end of the
round, we found out each other’s scores
and added them up. Luca shot around 30
points, a good score around a tough
course. I shot around 32 points feeling
that I could have done a little bit better.
While Jess shot a very good 39 points,
which turned out to be second highest
score of the whole tournament. After
the competition, we went into the clubhouse for a drink and relaxed a little bit
in the sun At the end of the day we
headed back with our heads held high in tough conditions.
knowing that we had played pretty well Ollie Perkins 8F

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY— School Rugby Improvement and Development
As a School, we want to continue the recent improvement in
the quality of our School rugby so that all students who participate in the sport have a better experience. For the last two
years, we have accessed the services of professional coaches
which is something we would like to continue since it has
brought about a clear improvement. Whilst the School is able
to devote some financial resources to supporting rugby we
GGS Newsletter

always want to do more than the budget allows. Therefore,
we are asking if there is anyone out there who would like to
help us develop school rugby.
If you would be able to help in any way, please contact Mr S
Burton (Head of KS4 PE and Extra-Curricular Sport) by email
(burtons@gravesendgrammar.eu) or phone (01474 331893
ext1270).
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The Ben Johnson Fun Run 2015
The Ben Johnson
Forget Me Not
Foundation was
set up in memory
of Ben Johnson
(GGS 2002—2007) as a charity by his parents, Neil and Donna, and a close family
friend, Sharan Berry. It is a fund raising
charity with the aim of supporting individuals, their families and carers that are, or
have been, affected by blood cancers.
The charity is run on a purely voluntary
basis by Donna, Neil and Sharan, along
with other "Friends of the Foundation";
there is no payment of salaries. They hold
regular fund raising events and rely on the
support of local people and businesses to
ensure their future and their ability to
help others.
The charity is lucky to have Joe Pasquale
as its Patron, who endeavours to support
all events, in any way that he can, helping
to raise the Foundation's profile.
This year, the Foundation held the fun
run, that has also taken place in previous
years at Gravesend Rugby Club.
It was a bright sunny day, and wellsupported. Some of Gravesend Grammar’s Year 12, along with Miss Johnson
and me, Miss Lewis, and many others,
decided to take a jaunt around the Rugby
pitch…..
VAL
Here is Joseph McCarthy’s report on the

Ben Johnson fun run 2015.

The annual fun run for Ben Johnson
took place on Sunday, 24th May and
was well attended by many runners
(and walkers!) who had raised money
through sponsors for the Ben Johnson
Forget Me Not Foundation and Leukaemia and Lymphoma research. Both
charities are dedicated in supporting
individuals affected by blood Cancers
and provide a base for individuals and
families to fall back on when faced with
the difficulties of leukaemia treatment.

raise money for both charities and generate awareness.
The participants all finished the race
and the atmosphere was very joyful
whilst the memory of Ben Johnson remained in the minds of many runners as
each lap passed. Once the race was
finished many runners and spectators
chose to relax on the grass with cool
refreshments, which seemed a fitting
way to end the run and the day.

They offer medical and financial support
for patients and a large portion of money donated is put forward into research
in the fight against blood cancers.
Before the run commenced a heartfelt
poem was read out remembering Ben
Johnson who was one of our very own
students at Gravesend Grammar
School. It really helped to put the run in
perspective, that cancers will affect
many of us in our lifetime and we
should all do our best to help those of us
who are affected in some way by cancer.
When the whistle blew the runners undertook 24 laps of the rugby fields
(approximately 12 kilometres) in glorious sunshine that remained throughout
the afternoon and helped to create a
jolly fundraising environment. There
were also stalls and a raffle to further

From a personal point of view, the run
was a great fundraiser, which helped to
raise money in tackling blood cancers
that may well affect you in the future
and I urge you to donate or participate
in next year’s fun run.
Remember Ben.
Joseph McCarthy (UT2)

FOOTBALL
In my fifth year with Charlton Athletic Academy,
the U18s squad I have been playing with all year
qualified for the National Professional Development League 2 Final. This took place at Griffin
Park (home of Brentford FC) on 12th May 2015. It
was great to be part of a successful team
throughout the season and particularly to win
the final 1-0. Especially beating London rivals
Brentford at their own ground.
This a fantastic personal achievement to win the
League in my first season with the U18s, despite
only being 15 and something which I hope to

replicate next season. Being on the pitch and hearing the final whistle blow was such a great feeling and a relief as all tiredness soon
turned to joy and celebration. With such a large crowd in a professional stadium, it was truly one of the best moments in my short
career so far and an experience I’ll remember for a long time to
come.
Luke Carey 10T

STAFF V SIXTH FORM ROUNDERS

The staff vs sixth form rounders was a success - for the student team, at least! They were
victorious by a half rounder, although there was some questionable kicking of the ball
away from staff who were trying to field it! Thanks must go to Mr Gill who did a staunch
job as umpire, and the Man of the Match was voted unanimously as Mr Newman, who
was the only player to complete two full rounders!
Thank you to Ben Slade for organising the student team.
JLR
GGS Newsletter
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SPORTS DAY 2015
Sports Day was once again a huge success with over 800 students (Years 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12) participating in field and track events across the
whole day. Competition was fierce with many results being decided by mere seconds or centimetres. Three of the year group competitions
were won by less than 12 points and all year groups went down to the relays, the last two events of the day. There were excellent individual
performances with nine School records being broken. Below are all of the results (1st, 2nd and 3rd), School records broken, individual year
group results and the overall Lower School winners.
YEAR 7
1st Place

EVENT

2nd Place

3rd Place

100m
200m

Denis Piralic Fleet 13.69
Marcel Marinelli Fleet 31.43

Val Crentsil Downs 15.58
Godfrey Torto-Doku Downs 32.74

Remi Brown Hill 15.64
Leon Rati School 33.00

400m

George Nkazi Fleet 1.12.26

Louis Talens Cliff 1.13.75

Harry Tasker Town 1.15.21

800m
1500m
8x100m
4x200m
Long Jump
High Jump
Javelin
Shot Putt

Will Smith Hill 3.02
Cam Bloomfield School 5.53
Town 2.15.59
Fleet 2.11.35
Ben Hope Cliff 4.15
SR
Adam Oake Fleet 1.12
Ben Spellacey Cliff 17.24 SR
Arjun Johal Downs 7.00
SR

Jed Thilthorpe Town 3.04
Ben Hope Cliff 5.57
Hill 2.16.62
Downs 2.12.72
Louis Rowson Downs 3.90

Freddie Barrett School 3.14
Callum Donovan Hill 5.59
Cliff 2.21.30
Cliff 2.13.55
Liam Burr Hill 3.85
Rauls Brock Fleet 8.20
Thanu Vithyakaran Cliff 5.80

EVENT
100m
200m
400m
800m
1500m
8x100m
4x200m
Long Jump
High Jump
Javelin
Shot Putt

Sam Davies Hill 9.20
Ted Rumsey Fleet 5.90
YEAR 8
2nd Place

Jack Handley Town 14.38
Julius Sireikis Cliff 27.62
Feran Abraham Cliff 59.41 SR
Gabriel Lane Cliff 2.35
Lewis Pitchell Cliff 5.18
Hill 2.09.84
Cliff 1.55.45
David Allen School 4.20
James Clarke Town 1.35
Ollie Matis Cliff 12.23
Adam Cooke Cliff 7.40

Nathan Holt School 14.52
Harrison Fish Downs 30.13
Kieran Pender Town 1.11.47
Max Charlwood Fleet 2.42
Harvey Duffy School 5.20
Town 2.14.54
School 2.13.15
James Dorey Cliff/Ismael K arim Downs 3.80
Dan Playford Cliff 1.10
Ben Burtenshaw Downs 11.52
Oscar Powell School 7.00

EVENT
100m
200m
400m
800m
1500m
8x100m
4x200m
Long Jump

1st Place
Scott Higgins Downs 13.07
Joe Bettey Hill 26.59
Zac Filmer Cliff 58.22
SR
Alfie Symonds Downs 2.34.00
Zac Filmer Cliff 5.11
Fleet 1.59.49
Fleet 1.50.41
Jack Hilditch Town 5.25
SR

Kelvin Otasanya Hill 14.39
Luke Trigg Fleet 29.99
George Saunders School 1.10.22
Lukey Hunt Hill 2.41
Zach Andrews Fleet 5.19
Fleet 2.10.21
Fleet 2.03.12
Lex Longhurst Hill 4.10
Brett Hicks School 1.15
Hayden Lake Town 12.22
Inderdeep Rai Fleet 7.30
YEAR 9
2nd Place
Matt Taylor Hill 13.42
Harry Crush School 27.85
Mide Ajakaiye School 1.00.21
Stand Ford Cliff 2.35.00
Sam Jones Downs 5.12
Hill 2.04.46
Hill 1.54.55
Ben Walker Downs 4.65

High Jump
Javelin
Shot Putt

Ed Salter Downs 1.45
Ed Salter Downs 26.65
Nathan Oram Hill 8.75

EVENT
100m
200m
400m
800m
1500m
8x100m
4x200m
Long Jump
High Jump
Javelin
Shot Putt

1st Place
Ife Abraham Cliff 12.20
Jonny Hunt Hill 25.16
Lemuel Crentsil Downs 57.14 SR
Michal Krawczak Hill 2.27.00
Luke Mitchie Cliff 4.50
Cliff 1.48.15
Cliff 1.42.27
Rohan Bunger Hill 5.00
George Bowler School 1.52
Jack Gilby Hill 35.17
SR
Samraj Chahal School 8.85

EVENT
100m
200m

1st Place
Daniel Samuel Town 12.40
David Adeboye Cliff 26.78

2nd Place
Nick Ramsey Fleet 12.58
Nick Burridge Hill 26.80

3rd Place
Arthur Foster-Mason Downs 14.05
Patrick Keane Downs 27.00

400m
8x100m

Hill 54.44
Town 1.48.10

Town 57.08
Hill 1.48.68
Overall Points Score
3rd Place
4th Place
Cliff 204
Town 182
School 224
Town 194
Cliff 214
School 199
School 232
Town 222
Downs 80
Cliff 64

School 57.24
Fleet 1.49.00

1st Place

Kizito Bodunrin Hill/Dan F alako School 1.40
Tyler Evans Fleet 16.35
Oren Fackrell School 8.25
YEAR 10
2nd Place
Dan Adeyemi School 12.37
George Bruce Cliff 28.45
Michael Krawczak Hill 59.07
Manveer Lall School 2.31.00
Joe Paternoster Town 5.19
Hill 1.51.37
Town 1.44.15
Theo White School/Joe Stibbons Cliff 4.90
Reagan Benson Cliff 1.30
Jack Fenton School 21.21
Kai Dixon Downs 8.10

3rd Place

3rd Place
Tobi Adeoye Town 13.52
John Ogunsola Cliff 27.97
Sam Mason Downs 1.04.23
Dan Haggar School 2.39.00
Owen Stone School 5.33
Town 2.06.54
School 1.56.67
Kyran Gill Hill 4.60
Tejan Batel Cliff 15.61
Sam Arnott Downs 8.10
3rd Place
Fred Larson Downs 13.45
Andrew Bews Town 29.01
Deniz Erdogan Town 59.51
Kameron Kang Downs 2.36.00
Balraj Jutte Hill 5.25
Town 1.52.07
School 1.45.47
Zac Karim Downs 4.85
Jack Stead Cliff 21.17
Oscar Bensted Hill 8.05

YEAR 12

Year Group
1st Place
7
Fleet 270
8
Cliff 286
9
Downs 256
10
Hill 263
12
Town 94
Junior School Championship (7/8)
1st

Fleet 494

2nd

Cliff 490

3rd

Hill 420

4th

School 384

5th

Town 376

6th

Downs 338
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SR

2nd Place
Hill 228
Fleet 224
Hill 251
Cliff 251
Hill 88

5th Place
Downs 174
Hill 192
Fleet 178
Downs 182
Fleet 58
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6th Place
School 160
Downs 164
Town 162
School 28
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BOROUGH CHAMPS SWIMMING GALA—1ST JULY 2015
Swimming pools are not the coolest of
places to be and Cygnets pool in Northfleet is one of the hottest I’ve been to.
Add to that the hottest day in a decade
and you’ll have some idea of the temperature poolside!
However, it was well worth it!!!!!
With the possible exception of the primary schools, I think that GGS had the
most swimmers – 12 to be precise. Every year when the Year 13s leave, I wonder whether we will still have a team
worth fielding and every year I am surprised at the number of new swimmers.
This year was the final one for two of
our swimmers – Andrew May (UD2) and
Jacob West (UC3). These two have
been part of the team for their whole
time at the School. Especially impressive for Andrew who hasn’t trained for a
couple of years now, doesn’t compete
at all and yet still turns out for the
School and swims very well. It just goes
to show what a good swimmer he is.
Borough 14 years and under 100m freestyle
This event, along with any other Borough event is open to anyone living in
the Borough of Gravesham. We had
two students who qualified for this George Saunders (8S) and William Cronin (9T). This event was one of the
most hotly contested ones and saw William come 3rd and George 4th.
Borough Age 17-25 years 100m freestyle
This is a new event, being held for the
first time this year. It has been included
to allow those in Years 12 and 13 (and
older) to swim a 100m race. Unfortunately, word hadn’t spread very far that
it has been introduced and there were
only two competitors - Jacob West
(UC3) and an ‘old boy’ (but only just)
John Allen. Those of you who have
followed the progress of the GGS swimming team over the last nine years will
remember that John regularly represented GGS and was a very big part of
the team. The event was won by Jacob
and it was good to see the two of them
in the water together again.

event (the maximum allowed) in the
form of - David Allen (8S), Peter Allen
(7S), James Angell (8C), Rhys Bonnell
(8F), William Cronin (9T), Jashen Dhillon
(8C), Tom Runting (9F) and George
Saunders (8S). We took the top 8 slots
with the following result: 1st James Angell, 2nd Tom Runting, 3rd David Allen, 4th
George Saunders, 5th Rhys Bonnell, 6th
William Cronin, 7th Jashen Dhillon and
8th Peter Allen. A special mention
should go to Peter as this was not only
his first gala for GGS but his first gala
anywhere. This can be quite a daunting
experience but he handled it very well
and I’m hoping will become a permanent fixture in the GGS swimming team.

James, Jashen, Peter and David second.
This is the fourth year running we have
won this event.
Secondary Senior Boys Relay
(years 10-13)
As with the junior relay, we won this event
again this year and thus continue our winning streak which now extends to four years!
Well done to Eoghan, Ankush Rajput (UT3),
Jacob and Andrew for a fine performance.

Senior Relay Team
Borough 200m Open

Team A

Out of those able, William was the only one
brave enough to swim the 200m this year
which is open to all ages. He finished a very
credible third which after spending 3 hours
poolside, with the heat sapping your energy
and swimming others races beforehand was
a very fine achievement.
As you can see, the boys all looked very
smart in their GGS tops. We have hats too
which they swam in but I didn’t feel it fair to
make them wear them for the photo, what
with the heat and all!!

Team B
Secondary Senior Boys 50m (years 1013)
Due to exams and holidays some of our
students hadn’t been in regular training
for some time so didn’t participate this
year. However, Eoghan Hunt (11S) and
Jacob West both did swim with Jacob
winning and Eoghan coming third.

The GGS Team
I would like to thank the PE Department for
their support in the form of Mr Burton, Mr
Gray and Mr Turvey and the parents for their
continued commitment to GGS swimming.
Next event – Kent Secondary Champs at

Secondary Junior Boys Relay (years 7-9) Medway Part in January. Details to follow at
With two relay teams entered we start- the start of the next academic year.
ed with high hopes and were not disap- JlW
Secondary Junior Boys 50m (years 7-9) pointed. Team A – Rhys, George, Tom
GGS fielded the full 8 swimmers for this and William came first and Team B –
GGS Newsletter
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RUGBY FIXTURES—TERM 1 AND TERM 2
SATURDAY

OPPOSITION

1st XV

2nd XV

U16

U15a

U14a

U13A /B

U12A / B

KO

12th September

Kings Rochester

GGS

GGS

n/a

KRS

KRS

KRS

Training

10.00am

19th September

Wilmington Grammar

n/a

n/a

WGS

GGS

GGS

GGS

WGS A and B

10.00am

26th September

Kent College

KC

KC

KC

10.00am

3rd October

Robert Clack

RC

GGS

RC

RC

GGS A and B

10.00am

10th October

Chatham House

GGS

GGS

n/a

GGS

GGS

CH A and B

10.00am

17th October

Dartford Grammar

DGS

DGS

n/a

DGS

DGS

GGS A and B

10.00am

7th November

Beths Grammar

BGS

GGS

GGS

CH A and B
GGS A and
B
BGS A and
B

GGS A and B

10.00am

21st November

Maidstone Grammar

MGS

MGS

n/a

MGS

GGS

GGS

GGS

10.00am

28th November

Training Week

GGS

GGS

GGS

GGS

GGS

GGS

10.00am

5th December

Rochester Maths

RMS

RMS

RMS

GGS

GGS A and B

10.00am

12th December

Chis and Sid

GGS

GGS

GGS

GGS

CSG A and B

10.00am

WGS

WGS

GGS
CSG A and
B
GGS A and
B

GGS A and B

10.00am

GGS

GGS

SO A and B

SO A and B

10.00am

SL

SL

GGS

GGS A and B

10.00am

U16

U15a

U14a

U13a

U12a

KO

CS

CS

n/a

9th January

Wallington Grammar

WGS

WGS

16th January

Saint Olaves

GGS

GGS

23rd January

Simon Langton

MID WEEK

OPPOSITION

1st XV

2nd September

Colfe’s

CS

3rd September

Colfe’s

GGS

GGS

4pm

15th September

St Dunstans

St D

St D

3.45pm

16th September

St Dunstans

GGS

GGS

23rd September

Kent College

GGS

GGS

6th October

Oakwood Park

8th October

Oakwood Park

21st October

Oakwood Park

18th November
2nd December
16th December

2nd XV

n/a

4pm

2.30pm

2.00pm
GGS
OP

OP

GGS

3.30pm
3.45pm

TBC

TBC

2.30pm

Beths Grammar

BGS

TBC

2.30pm

Robert Clack

GGS

2.30pm

Robert Clack

RCS

2.30pm

IT’S GAME TIME!
For the first ever time, Gravesend
Grammar School took a team to a
flag American Football tournament!
The team has been training hard
since February, with some players
having to learn the game completely
from scratch. The 10 boys travelled
to Maidstone as the only school in
the tournament, playing against
teams from Maidstone Pumas and
Kent Exiles American football clubs.
They walked away with a great record; winning 3 match, drawing 1 and
losing 1. This is a great achievement
GGS Newsletter

given that we were the only school
at the tournament, and are one of
the few in the county if not the
country to have a team!
All of the players had a great time
and played outstanding football, receiving compliments from many of
the other coaches that were there
on the day and walking away with a
big reputation.
Training will resume from September
and all ages and abilities are welcome! If you’d like to become part of
the team, get in touch with Mr Gill

(gilla@gravesendgrammar.eu).

Lastly, a big thank you to the parents
who also came to help out and
watch.
ASG
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Friday, 17th July
Tuesday, 1st September
Wednesday, 2nd September
Thursday, 3rd September
Thursday, 10th September
Saturday, 19th September
Friday, 25th September—
Monday, 28th September
Friday, 25th September
Thursday, 8th October
Monday, 19th October
Tuesday, 20th October
Wednesday, 21st October
Friday, 23rd October
Monday, 2nd November

LAST DAY OF TERM 6
ACADEMIC YEAR 2015—2016
Staff INSET Day and first day of School for New Year 7
and 6th form transition
First day of Term 1 for Years 7—11 and Year 13 (Year 12 not in School)
All students in school
6th form Parents and Students’ Induction Evening 19:00
Y12 course change deadline
DoE Silver Qualifier (to be confirmed)
School photographs for Years 7/9/11/13 and New Year 12
Year 7 Consultation (Tutors) 15:30
Open Morning (09:00—11:00)
Open Morning (09:00—11:00)
Open Morning (09:00—11:00)
Open Evening (19:00—21:00)
LAST DAY OF TERM ONE
TERM 2 BEGINS (WEEK 2)

PTA NEWS
As another school year comes to a close the PTA would like
to thank all the parents who supported the school by spending your money at all this year's events. It really goes a long
way to enhancing your child's experience at GGS.
Recently I enjoyed cooking for and meeting all next year's
Year 7 families at the Summer Festival. It looked like everyone enjoyed the day. The weather toyed with us for a while
but it did nothing to spoil the event.
Not every school has a PTA so I hope you will continue to
support yours and consider volunteering to help out. A lot of

employers are encouraging community volunteering and
offer paid special leave, so look into that if you can.
Don't forget we have a stock of pre loved uniform and sports
kit items at ridiculously low prices so get in touch if you need
anything for you ever growing boys.

I look forward to seeing you all next year.
Peter Williams
Chair

250 CLUB

The winners for May 2015 were....

1st - No 267 - £168.43 - A Year 7 family from 7T, with 2
numbers
2nd - No 227 - £91.88 - Another Year 7 family also in 7T!
3rd - No 290 - £45.94 - Member since 2004 with 2 previous wins both in 2007.
A very lucky month for 7T!!
I have had a lot of new application forms this month from
families starting at GGS in September, and whilst we will lose a
few families at the top end of the school the prize fund should
increase from September onwards. This encouraged me
to investigate what has been the biggest and smallest pay-out

There won’t be any 250 Club news now until September as the
PTA don't meet during the summer. I will endeavour to catch
up with another member and make draws but it is not always
possible.
In the meantime have a lovely summer..... !!
Claire Holmes
250 Club Co-ordinator

The order of the words while threading through the grid is Area, Radius,
Conical, Height, Image, Median, Equal, Diameter, Equator, Semicircle.
The initial letters spell ARCHIMEDES.

1st - No 49 - £168.43 - Member since 2011
2nd - No 258 - £91.88 - Member since 2010
3rd - No 250 - £45.94 - Member since 2003

for the 250 Club. My accessible records go back to January
2002 and it appears the largest pay-out was in January 2006
with a 1st prize of £192.50, while the smallest 1st prize paid
was in July 2002, a sum of £121.10. So with the current 1st
prize hovering at £165 things are looking good. Not forgetting
of course that every month we are also raising around £300 a
month for the School.

Where in the world?
Answer: Seattle, view from Kerry Park

April winners are:

SOLUTIONS
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